
          Access your dreams  

                         with us... 
 



Founded and led by  two best friends: 
Evgeniy Aginsky and  Georgiy Marunenko, 
we are a travel company,that creates 
an alternative  to the mass  market tour
s and helps our clients to access their 
dreams in a form of travels. 



"Kalypso Ukraine" today is: 
• 10 employees 
• 75 partner airlines 
• 210 partner companies abroad 
• over 20 corporate clients 
• 115 suppliers in Ukraine 
• 20,000 contacts in the customer 
database 
• 1500 agents in Ukraine, Belarus 
and Poland 



We are a small team of “dreamers and doers”, that aims 
to make a big change, to promote  Ukraine, as 
travel destination. We are always looking for the ways to 
increase the number of visitors of our beautiful country. We 
also constantly looking for new destinations and routes to 
help our fellow citizens to discover all the beauty of our 
planet, because the world is worth knowing it.  



In Kalipso Ukraine we focus more on company's soul than 
corporate spirit. We work together, dream together, make 
decisions together, because this is not our working life - it 
is our life's work. Our highly educated in a field of tourism 
managers  have strictly devided areas of responsibility in 
accordance with the destinations, types of the tour and 

speak foreign languages. 



With nearly 10 years of exp
erience in a field  of inbound
 and outbound  tourism, a te
am of highly motivated and p
rofessional creatives - we  
are delivering an excellent se
rvice to nearly 9000 of local 
travellers and nearly 5000 fo
reign tourists per  year. Eve
ry month, 7-10 groups 
of  Ukrainians go on a bus 
tour with us. And over 100 
of  groups from Europe and 
CIS countries were satisfied 
with our service.  



 
 

 MICE and  
business tours  

to Ukraine  
and  

abroad; 
 

 
We are fully  
Lisenced to  

provide  all types  
of tourist services 

 

 
 

 GROUP  
and INDIVIDUAL 

tours around  
Ukraine and  
the world; 

 
 

sale of airplane 
and  railway  

tickets 
organization of   
charter flights 

 



Tour to Ukraine  
Kalipso Ukraine 

We are always in touch!  
We work  Monday to Friday, 
but if something urgent pops 
up during the weekend – you 
can always reach out through 
one of the social networks, 
email or call us. 

@kalipso_ukraine 

kalipso-ua@i.ua 
kalipsoukraine@gmail.com  

2273404065 
3428199505 

Kalipso-Ukraine 
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We value novelty,  
non-standard approach when 
it comes to creating a 
product. Every year we visit 
the most important tourism 
related  exhibitions and 
conferences, such as ITB 
Berlin,   to get inspired and 
to develope new contacts  

We trace the latest 
 demands and  offers on  
travel market, in order to 
 create  unique tours,  
that will stand out  in the 
crowd of competitors.  
That is how the project  
"Expeditions with Kalypso" 
was born. 



As a responce to the rapidly 
growing demand from our 
tourists, who wanted  to walk 
less beaten pathes and 
experience  something that would 
be  interesting and unusual, but 
not as expensive, as an individual 
tour - we came up with the  idea 
of the project "Expeditions with 
Kalypso Ukraine. " 

We are creating tours, 
based on the principles of 
novelty and uniqueness, 
most of   our   expeditions 
are non-standard routes, 
which 95% of tourists do 
not see. We combined the 
experience of 9 years of 
work in the market, reliable 
partners in different 
countries and the possibility 
of traveling in groups of up 
to 10 people (makes the 
route cheaper). 

 



Our corporate  customers  remain loyal to us th
rough years and appreciate our   individual  

approach to every each of them 

Raffaisen Bank "Aval","CentroEnergo", 
"Agroskop International", public  
association "Ukraine and NATO",  

"UkrAeroSvyaz",   "Borispol"airport,  
Ukrainian Agricultural Chemical  

Company, the "Embassy of Vietnam in 
Ukraine", "Naftogaz Ukraine",  
"Invisiable Solutions", MIK ltd, 

"Trypilskaya TP,  as well as number 
 of local schools and universities. 



Georgiy Marunenko Co-founder and Commercial Director 
of Kalipso Ukraine, inspiring leader, proud father ,fan  
of sports and healthy lifestyle,constant globe trotter  
and creative tour maker. 
+38 (044) 495-57-93; +38 (050) 325-62-61   

Anastasia Korobko Marketing Main Specialist, known 
problems solver, team inspirer , ingenious tour 
maker and traveller, bright star, that led over 1000 
of groups through 10 000 miles of routes. 
+38 (044) 495-57-93;+38 (063) 494-31-59 

Julia Kolomiyets Business Networking Manager, vivid 
traveller that spent over 5 years living and 
working overseas, passionate bungee jumper, constant 
learner and reader, gestalt psychologist, 
+380634943169 


